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Blocking Patents in European Competition Law: The Implications of the Concept of Abuse
Angelika Sandra Murer

Practitioners and policymakers requiring an in-depth understanding of the 
conceptual framework of the abuse concept within EU competition law and how 
it relates to patent strategies will welcome this invaluable book. They will not 
only be able to set the conduct of applying for blocking patents but also have 
decisive tools to approach other questions on the intersection of patent law and 
competition law in the EU. One of its kind, this book provides a test scheme that 
can be used for further analysis and for proposing potential remedies making it 
highly valuable.

ISBN: 9789403538143 | Release date: December 2021
Price: € 126 - £ 112 - $ 143 | Format: Hardbound
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Competition Policy: An Empirical and Economic Approach
Emmanuel Combe

Ex Post Evaluation of Competition Cases
Assimakis Komninos, Nicolas Petit

Competition Policy aims to explain competition policy through economic analysis 
of antitrust cases, focusing on Europe and comparing with the U.S. It is a truism 
of competition that, paradoxically, those responsible for yesterday’s innovations 
and productivity become obstacles to future growth. At a time of increasing public 
concern regarding high industrial concentration, especially in the digital sector, 
the question of regulating competition is returning to the forefront. This utterly 
original book, which thoroughly explains competition policy using economic 
analyses, illuminates the complex but crucial back and forth between theory and 
practice.

In its accumulation of evidence from individual cases that have steadily improved 
our ability to grasp the connections between policy choices and the outcomes they 
lead to, this volume is peerless. It comprises an invaluable resource for competition 
authorities in performing ex post evaluations and will be highly appreciated by 
practitioners and academics associated with European competition law.

ISBN: 9789403537313 | Release date: October 2021
Price: € 148 - £ 130 - $ 169 | Format: Hardbound

ISBN: 9789403537306 | Release date: October 2021
Price: € 134 - £ 119 - $ 152 | Format: Hardbound

Blocking Patents in European Competition Law: The Implications of the Concept of Abuse
Angelika Sandra Murer

Practitioners and policymakers requiring an in-depth understanding of the 
conceptual framework of the abuse concept within EU competition law and how 
it relates to patent strategies will welcome this invaluable book. They will not 
only be able to set the conduct of applying for blocking patents but also have 
decisive tools to approach other questions on the intersection of patent law and 
competition law in the EU. One of its kind, this book provides a test scheme that 
can be used for further analysis and for proposing potential remedies making it 
highly valuable.

ISBN: 9789403538143 | Release date: December 2021
Price: € 126 - £ 112 - $ 143 | Format: Hardbound
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Competition Law of the European Union, Sixth Edition
Van Bael & Bellis

Competition Law of the European Union provides a comprehensive analysis of 
the EU competition rules as developed primarily the Commission, the General 
Court and the Court of Justice. The new Sixth Edition of a major work the well-
known competition law team at Van Bael & Bellis in Brussels reflects the many 
developments in the case law and relevant legislation that have occurred since 
the Fifth Edition in 2010. This edition follows the successful format of previous 
editions in covering all substantive and procedural aspects of the EU antitrust 
rules and merger control, as well as including a much-extended chapter on private 
enforcement and, for the first time, a dedicated section on competition law in the 
pharmaceutical sector.

ISBN: 9789041153982 | Release date: February 2021
Price: € 398 - £ 350 - $ 445 | Format: Hardbound

Information Exchange Between Competitors in EU Competition Law
Martin Gassler

With a dearth of other available sources, this brief yet extensive review of a much-
debated topic in competition law lends clear guidance to practitioners in assessing 
the issues surrounding information exchange. The book will also prove to be 
invaluable to competition law academics, competition lawyers and competition 
authority officials across Europe.

ISBN: 9789403531830 | Release date: February 2021
Price: € 112 - £ 99 - $ 125 | Format: Hardbound

Vertical Restraints in the Digital Economy: Vertical Block Exemption Regulation Reform 
and the Future of Distribution
Adina Claici, Denis F. Waelbroeck

Vertical agreements between undertakings at the various levels of a supply 
chain have long been seen as a fundamental focus for antitrust legislation, such 
as the European Union’s Vertical Block Exemption Regulation (VBER). It goes 
without saying that such issues are particularly prevalent in digital markets. This 
authoritative commentary analyses the main restrictions in vertical agreements, 
emphasising the numerous new and contentious issues arising in the context of 
Internet distribution. It offers both legal and economic perspectives, as well as 
examines enforcement and possible changes to the legislation.

ISBN: 9789403532431 | Release date: May 2021
Price: € 112 - £ 99 - $ 125 | Format: Hardbound
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Country
Reports
Derived from the renowned multi-
volume International Encyclopaedia 
of Laws, Corporate Acquisitions 
and Mergers, and the International 
Labour and Employment 
Compliance Handbook, these titles 
provide a systematic approach 
to legislation and legal practice 
concerning a broad range of topics 
in different country jurisdictions.



Competition Law in Cyprus
ISBN: 9789403538242

August 2021
€ 76 - £ 67 - $ 85

Competition Law in Austria
ISBN: 9789403538310

October 2021
€ 68 - £ 60 - $ 76


